
ISNetworld RAVS Plus Participant for
Oil Field Tank Safety Compliance

OIL FIELD PRODUCTS API REGISTERED
TrueNorth Steel is an American Petroleum 
Institute approved company that uses the 
systems required to produce the highest  
quality storage tanks.

ABOVE GROUND  
OIL FIELD STORAGE TANKS

TrueNorth Steel® offers a complete turn-key oil field 
solution with steel storage tanks, containment 
systems, and stair and walkway systems. We engineer 
and manufacture all of our tanks at our state-of-the-
art facilities strategically located to serve the Bakken, 
Niobrara and Powder River fields.

You can trust that we supply the highest quality steel 
storage tanks and coatings based upon long-standing, 
stringent quality standards and inspection processes. 
TrueNorth Steel is API Q1 certified.

Our in-house logistics company delivers our tanks straight from our manufacturing facilities to your location utilizing our own specialized 
trailers to simplify unloading. We will coordinate closely with you to ensure delivery on your schedule. For peak productivity and efficiency, 
use oil field tanks with TrueNorth Steel’s innovative TrueContain™ boltless containment system.

COMPLETE TURN-KEY
OIL FIELD SYSTEM

PRINT CHECK
At TrueNorth Steel we ensure your tank 
design meets your requirements by 
incorporating our design and fabrication 
print check detail drawing process. This 
process results in delivering the right 
product configuration every time.

TANK BASE
The TrueNorth Steel tank base design 
incorporates the base into the tank, 
eliminating the need for multiple 
shipments, different suppliers and the 
handling and setting of two separate 
pieces. This saves you significant  
labor, shipping, and set-up costs.

Oil Field Tank Sizes Available - BBL
Custom Order Sizes Offered

200
12’x10’

400
12’x20’

500
12’x25’

500 Low Profile
15’6”x16’

750
15’6”x24’

1,000
15’6”x30’
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STAIR AND WALKWAY SYSTEMS

Stairway and Walkway Features

ALL SIZE RANGES
We offer standard sizes for all API configurations, and the system’s modular 
design enables custom configurations with no redesign necessary.

WALKWAY SAFETY COMPONENTS
Grip Strut®- surfaced walkways and round handrails on the stairs reduce 
the risk of slips and falls while traveling between oil tanks.

Improve installation efficiency with TrueNorth’s TrueContain system. Our patented containment system is completely boltless, offering 
you faster setup anywhere, anytime, to put you ahead of schedule. We designed TrueContain to be easily adaptable, allowing you to fix 
unforeseen set-up mistakes that would be difficult or costly with other systems. In addition, our boltless systems are not restricted by site 
design, which gives increased flexibility over other containment systems. That makes installation mistakes a thing of the past.

ONLY 7 PARTS
TrueContain requires only two people for setup and includes just seven parts as well  
as easy installation instructions and on-site service.

12-GAUGE STEEL PANELS
Heavy-duty steel gives long-lasting performance, and feature powder-coated surfaces  
in all BLM color options.

POSTED OR ZERO GROUND DISTURBANCE
Zero ground disturbance assembles quickly and easily, eliminating added costs associated with drilling holes. Posted options are available 
when an operation requires a containment wall higher than 30 inches or needs the extra security anchored systems provide.

Get customized efficiency by using TrueContain with 
TrueNorth Steel’s innovative catwalks, extensions, 
stairs and more.

STURDY DESIGN
Meticulous engineering results in industry-leading 
strength and safety during use.

A Patented Containment System

TrueContain™ System Features 

TRUECONTAIN™ CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
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STAIR AND WALKWAY SYSTEMS

TrueNorth Steel works closely with our customers to ensure we provide the 
stair system that perfectly fits their specific needs and requirements. Each 
stair system sold is custom designed, engineered, and fabricated in one of 
our facilities.

Handrail systems can be designed to incorporate additional safety 
measures, meeting more stringent safety standards. Our design allows  
for quick and easy installation in any type of environment.

TrueNorth Steel designs and manufactures crossover 
stairway bridges or walkover structures that are 
customizable to meet each specific application. Steel 
crossover stairways are designed to facilitate access  
over pipes, containment walls, and other obstructions.

TrueNorth Steel will work with you to design and detail 
stairway bridges and walkovers incorporating step tread 
types, coatings and more. Systems can be designed to be 
compliant with API and OSHA 29 CFR 1910 SubPart D.

Catwalks, walkways, and extensions are built-in variable sizes and types 
to meet specific requirements. Our hands-on approach to design and 
manufacturing ensures a strong, safe, and cost-effective solution for 
customers who need API compliant platforms with stairs to access a 
variety of heights and lengths.

All TrueNorth Steel catwalks and walkways can be galvanized, painted, or 
powder-coated in one of our standard color options to protect them from 
aggressive conditions commonly found in oilfield applications. Custom 
colors are available.

Stairway

Crossover Stairways

Catwalk, Walkways, and Extensions



TrueNorthSteel.com    Tank@TrueNorthSteel.com

Scan Our QR Code to Access
Technical References and Documents

TrueNorth Steel also manufactures and supplies a wide variety of steel tanks including:

Liquid Storage

Steel Tank Interstice

Fiberglass Jacket

Lightweight Thermal Insulation

Steel Primary Tank
Built to UL Standards Steel Secondary Tank

Built to UL Standards

• Fireguard® Tanks
• Flameshield® Tanks

• Underground Fuel Storage Tanks• Above Ground Vertical Tanks
• Above Ground Horizontal Tanks
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